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state, but the short answer is mindfulness.
state, but the
When
shortyou
answer
exhibit
is mindfulness.
the mindful When you exhibit the mindful
approaches
vision, above,
passion,
and resiliency
approaches to vision, passion, and
resiliencyto
outlined
you’re
inviting outlined above, you’re inviting
the flow state.
the flow state.

Life is all about tradeoffs and Life
compromise.
is all about
Everyone
tradeoffs
hasand
to compromise.
find their
Everyone has to find their
own balance. I like to visualize own
life asbalance.
a triangle
I like
consisting
to visualize
of work
life as
life,
a triangle
home consisting of work life, home
life, and personal life. Your work
life,
lifeand
is all
personal
of the things
life. Your
youwork
do tolife
pursue
is allyour
of the things you do to pursue your
vocation and make a living. Yourvocation
home life
andconsists
make aofliving.
your family,
Your home
yourlife
living
consists of your family, your living
space, and all of the things you
space,
do toand
maintain
all of the
them.
things
Youryou
personal
do to maintain
life is
them. Your personal life is
everything else; all of the social,everything
spiritual, physical,
else; all ofand
theintellectual
social, spiritual,
activities
physical, and intellectual activities
that make your life complete. that make your life complete.

There are eight characteristics ofThere
flow:are eight characteristics of flow:

fig. 5

fig. 4
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fig. 5

Figure 5 shows an equilateralFigure
triangle,
5 shows
with all
an sides
equilateral
completely
triangle,
in with all sides completely in
balance, but that’s rarely the case.
balance,
Usually,
butone
that’s
or two
rarely
dominate
the case.your
Usually,
activities
one or two dominate your activities
at a given time, and the other one
at aorgiven
two time,
take aand
backthe
seat.
other
This
one
balance
or twoshifts
take a back seat. This balance shifts
constantly. Maybe you have young
constantly.
childrenMaybe
and your
you home
have young
life is your
children
mainand your home life is your main
priority. Maybe you just startedpriority.
your business
Maybeand
youwork
just takes
started
upyour
mostbusiness
of your and work takes up most of your
time. Maybe you’re at a point where
time. Maybe
your social
you’re
lifeatpreoccupies
a point where
you.your
If you
social life preoccupies you. If you
spend more time on one, you have
spend
lessmore
to spend
timeon
onthe
one,
others.
you have
Time
less
is to
a zerospend on the others. Time is a zerosum concept. We each only have
sum
twenty-four
concept. We
hours
eachinonly
the day,
haveand
twenty-four
we each hours in the day, and we each
choose how to spend them.
choose how to spend them.
The thing about being self-employed
The thing
is that
about
these
being
areas
self-employed
tend to blend
is that these areas tend to blend
together. Despite the fact that together.
it may notDespite
feel likethe
it fact
at times,
that itthere
mayisnot
much
feel like it at times, there is much
more to life than your business.
more
Yes,toyour
life business
than your
is business.
an expression
Yes, your
of your
business is an expression of your
passion and creativity. Yes, your
passion
business
andiscreativity.
an important
Yes, your
part of
business
your life.
is an important part of your life.
And yes, your work life is a bigAnd
partyes,
of the
your
triangle
work life
thatismakes
a big part
up your
of the
life.
triangle that makes up your life.
But your business isn’t your life.
But
Toyour
wax business
philosophical
isn’t your
for alife.
moment,
To waxif philosophical
you
for a moment, if you
and your business are one and and
the same,
your business
what does
areitone
mean
andfor
theyour
same,
health
what does it mean for your health
and well-being if your businessand
hitswell-being
a speed bump?
if yourBeing
business
ablehits
to separate
a speed bump? Being able to separate
yourself from your business willyourself
allow you
from
to make
your business
smarter will
decisions
allowand
youwill
to make smarter decisions and will
have a positive effect on your mental
have ahealth.
positive effect on your mental health.

fig. 4
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Reaching Success

These four characteristics ofThese
segmentation—ease
four characteristics
of identification,
of segmentation—ease
size
of identification, size
measurability, accessibility, and
measurability,
fitness—areaccessibility,
present in alland
segmenting
fitness—are
efforts,
present in all segmenting efforts,
no matter which segmentation
no method
matter which
is used,
segmentation
and apply tomethod
both B2C
is used,
and and apply to both B2C and
B2B customers, or business-to-consumer
B2B customers,
andor
business-to-business
business-to-consumer
customers,
and business-to-business customers,
respectively.
respectively.
A business that has other businesses
A businessasthat
customers
has other
is known
businesses
as a as
B2B
customers is known as a B2B
business, which stands for business,
business-to-business
which stands
(orfor
sometimes
business-to-business
brand-to- (or sometimes brand-tobrand). A business that hasbrand).
consumers
A business
as customers
that has
is known
consumers
as aasB2C
customers is known as a B2C
business, for business-to-consumer
business,
(orfor
“brand-to-consumer”).
business-to-consumer
Both
(or “brand-to-consumer”).
B2B and
Both B2B and
B2C firms have the same taskB2C
of identifying
firms haveand
the segmenting
same task oftheir
identifying
customers,
and segmenting their customers,
though the criteria they select
though
is different
the criteria
by necessity.
they select
But is
notdifferent
all customers
by necessity. But not all customers
are created equal. Just as the are
market
created
is segmented,
equal. Just so
as the
are the
market
customers
is segmented,
that so are the customers that
your business targets. This allows
youryou
business
to focus
targets.
your efforts
This allows
and tailor
you tomessaging
focus your efforts and tailor messaging
and product/service offeringsand
to the
product/service
specific needsofferings
of each customer
to the specific
segment.
needs of each customer segment.
Quick Case: Millennials—people
Quick who
Case:came
Millennials—people
of age during thewho
’90s—
came of age during the ’90s—
initially proved to be a tough
initially
nut forproved
marketers
to betoa crack.
tough Did
nut for
theymarketers
act
to crack. Did they act
younger than their age or were
younger
they mature
than their
as a age
group?
or were
Werethey
theymature
frugal as a group? Were they frugal
or did they spend their money
or did
freely?
they Marketers
spend theirquickly
moneylearned
freely? that
Marketers quickly learned that
traditional methods didn’t gain
traditional
much traction
methods
with
didn’t
millennial
gain much
consumers,
traction with millennial consumers,
who did not spend frivolously
whoand
did did
not not
spend
place
frivolously
as high and
a value
did on
not place as high a value on
consumer goods as their parents
consumer
had. goods as their parents had.
Nowhere was this clearer, or more
Nowhere
public,
wasthan
thiswith
clearer,
theor
clumsily
more public,
executed
than with the clumsily executed
2017 Live for Now campaign
2017
from
Live
PepsiCo.
for NowThe
campaign
ad was afrom
short
PepsiCo.
film The ad was a short film
that featured a well-known celebrity
that featured
and popular
a well-known
music with
celebrity
“millennial
and popular music with “millennial
themes” of social justice andthemes”
activism.ofItsocial
may have
justiceseemed
and activism.
like a smash
It may have seemed like a smash
hit to those in the boardroom,
hitbut
to those
marketers
in themissed
boardroom,
the mark
butinmarketers
almost missed the mark in almost
every measurable way, and theevery
ad was
measurable
pulled just
way,
a day
andafter
the ad
its was
release
pulled
due just a day after its release due
to tremendous criticism.
to tremendous criticism.
Audiences accused PepsiCo of
Audiences
pandering
accused
to millennials;
PepsiCo viewers
of pandering
pointed
to millennials; viewers pointed
out that the portrayals of social
outactivism
that thenot
portrayals
only appeared
of socialcontrived
activism and
not only appeared contrived and
shallow, but that the overt for-profit
shallow,approach
but that the
in fact
overt
trivialized
for-profit
important
approach in fact trivialized important
social issues that had real impacts
socialon
issues
real that
people.
hadThe
realintended
impacts millennial
on real people. The intended millennial
audience further compounded
audience
the further
problem compounded
for PepsiCo the
through
problem for PepsiCo through
use of their social media savvy
use to
of draw
their further
social media
attention
savvytotowhat
drawthey
further attention to what they
considered a tone-deaf gaffe on
considered
the part of
a tone-deaf
PepsiCo. In
gaffe
a very
on the
high-profile
part of PepsiCo. In a very high-profile
way, PepsiCo demonstrated way,
that PepsiCo
they weredemonstrated
no closer to that
understanding
they were no closer to understanding
millennial audiences than they
millennial
had been
audiences
a decadethan
ago,they
and had
indeed
been
may
a decade ago, and indeed may
88
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From a product perspective, there
Fromare
a product
two types
perspective,
of businesses:
therethose
are two
who
types of businesses: those who
sell directly to the end user (business–to-consumer,
sell directly to the end user
or B2C)
(business–to-consumer,
and those who
or B2C) and those who
sell to other businesses (business-to-business,
sell to other businesses
B2B).(business-to-business,
Segmentation followsB2B). Segmentation follows
the same principles for both, the
but same
is slightly
principles
different
for both,
in practice.
but is slightly different in practice.

B2C Customer Segmentation
B2C Customer Segmentation

There are four key methods of
There
business
are four
to consumer
key methods
segmentation:
of business to consumer segmentation:

fig. 6

Continuous ImprovementContinuous Improvement

In our world, the only true constant
In our is
world,
change.
the A
only
philosophy
true constant
of continuous
is change. A philosophy of continuous
improvement not only embraces
improvement
change as
nota only
constant
embraces
but reframes
change it
as a constant but reframes it
as driver of improvement. This
as driver
philosophy
of improvement.
is referred to
This
as philosophy
kaizen , a is referred to as kaizen , a
Japanese word that translatesJapanese
as “continuous
word that
improvement.”
translates as More
“continuous
than improvement.” More than
a doctrine of ongoing development,
a doctrine kaizen
of ongoing
prioritizes
development,
incremental
kaizen prioritizes incremental
improvement over broad, sweeping
improvement
changes.
overIncremental
broad, sweeping
changes
changes.
are Incremental changes are
easier to implement—they require
easier fewer
to implement—they
resources and can
require
beginfewer
making
resources and can begin making
an impact right away (albeitana impact
small impact).
right away
Over
(albeit
time,a incremental
small impact). Over time, incremental
improvements add up and result
improvements
in the same
add
gains
up and
thatresult
broadinsweeping
the same gains that broad sweeping
changes might, but without causing
changesthe
might,
disruption
but without
that acausing
total change
the disruption
of
that a total change of
course can lead to.
course can lead to.

Entrepreneurs often make lousy
Entrepreneurs
employees.
often
Theymake
will never
lousy employees. They will never
fully commit to an organizational
fully commit
culture or
to an
go organizational
all in to achieveculture or go all in to achieve
organizational goals, because
organizational
they don’t see
goals,
the payoff
because
forthey
them.
don’t see the payoff for them.
They also tend to butt headsThey
with also
theirtend
supervisors
to butt heads
because
with
they
their
have
supervisors because they have
strong opinions about the right
strong
wayopinions
to do things
about
that
theare
right
often
wayattoodds
do things that are often at odds
with the status quo. Becausewith
theythe
arestatus
intelligent
quo. Because
and driven,
they
they
aredon’t
intelligent and driven, they don’t
usually fail outright (although
usually
somefail
entrepreneurs
outright (although
are so “out
some
there”
entrepreneurs are so “out there”
that they are conventionally that
unemployable),
they are conventionally
but they often
unemployable),
drift from
but they often drift from
job to job, getting easily bored
job and
to job,
restless
getting
and
easily
looking
bored
for and
the next
restless and looking for the next
thing. Does this sound like you?
thing.
You
Does
should
this give
sound
serious
like you?
thought
You should
to
give serious thought to
starting your own business. starting your own business.

In a professional capacity, this
Inmeans
a professional
incessantly
capacity,
and obsessively
this meanslooking
incessantly and obsessively looking
for more ways to provide value
for more
to your
ways
target
to provide
customers
value
and
to enhance
your target customers and enhance
your core capabilities. In a personal
your core
capacity
capabilities.
it means
In aapplying
personalthe
capacity
same it means applying the same
logic of incremental improvement
logic of
to incremental
find better ways
improvement
to meet your
to find
goals.
better ways to meet your goals.

fig. 10

Let’s take a closer look at each
Let’s
of these
take asegmentation
closer look atmethods.
each of these segmentation methods.

Behavioral SegmentationBehavioral Segmentation

Reaching Success

The Environment

At some point, if you’re successful,
At someyou’ll
point,
have
if you’re
grown successful,
the business
you’ll have grown the business
organically as far as you can, and
organically
you’ll need
as faroutside
as youresources
can, and toyou’ll
get you
need outside resources to get you
through high growth. This mightthrough
mean raising
high growth.
money,This
hiring
might
newmean
employees,
raising money, hiring new employees,
bringing on professional consultants
bringing
andon
managers,
professional
etc. This
consultants
inflection
andpoint
managers, etc. This inflection point
is known as the “knee of the curve.”
The infusion
of such
resources
a startup
is known
as the “knee
of the
curve.”toThe
infusion of such resources to a startup
with a solid foundation can leadwith
to rapid,
explosive
growth.
phase
in
a solid
foundation
canThis
lead istothe
rapid,
explosive
growth. This is the phase in
which you make the transition from
startup
to the
a fully
functioning
whicha you
make
transition
from business,
a startup to a fully functioning business,
which brings about a whole newwhich
set of brings
challenges
that
are beyond
theofscope
of that are beyond the scope of
about
a whole
new set
challenges
this book. Eventually, the explosive
levels off and
reach growth
maturity.
this growth
book. Eventually,
the you
explosive
levels off and you reach maturity.
Will the growth path of my new
venture
look exactly
Will
the growth
path oflike
mythis?
new venture look exactly like this?

Initially, you grow your businessInitially,
simply you
by making
grow your
more
business
sales. However,
simply by making more sales. However,
the time will come when you have
the time
to think
will come
about when
growth
youfrom
havea to
strategic
think about growth from a strategic
perspective. There are four overarching
perspective.
categories
There areof four
factors
overarching
that mustcategories
be
of factors that must be
taken into consideration when thinking
taken into
about
consideration
the growthwhen
of your
thinking
venture:
about
the the growth of your venture: the
general environment in which businesses
general environment
operate, theinindustry
which businesses
in which your
operate, the industry in which your
business operates, your target market,
business
and,
operates,
finally, your target
own organization.
market, and, finally, your own organization.
Factors from each of these categories
Factors from
can help
each orof hinder
these categories
the growthcan help or hinder the growth
of your business, and their collective
of yourimpact
business,
means
and the
theirdifference
collectivebetween
impact means the difference between
achieving growth goals and struggling
achieving
to develop
growth goals
and grow
and struggling
your business.
to develop and grow your business.

The purchasing habits of»yourThe
customers
purchasing habits of your customers
The usage habits of your »customers
The usage habits of your customers
The spending habits of your
» customers
The spending habits of your customers

fig. 25

Effective behavioral segmentation
Effective
helps
behavioral
businesses
segmentation
understand helps
the ways
businesses understand the ways
in which their product or service
in which
meets
their
(orproduct
doesn’t or
meet)
service
the meets
needs (or
of doesn’t meet) the needs of
different behavioral segments.
different
Additionally,
behavioral
businesses
segments.
canAdditionally,
tailor their businesses can tailor their
marketing efforts to reach customers
marketing
at times
effortswhen
to reach
theycustomers
are most likely
at times
to when they are most likely to
Markets and Customers
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STARTING A BUSINESS
QUICKSTART
GUIDE
Markets
and Customers
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The Environment

Environmental changes can
» beEnvironmental
positive or negative
changes can be positive or negative
Just because an event is outside
Just your
because
control
an event
doesn’tis mean
outside
that
your
thecontrol doesn’t mean that the
impact it has on you will be negative.
impact it
Technological
has on you will
developments
be negative.
that
Technological developments that
reduce costs, legislation or regulatory
reducerelief,
costs,and
legislation
shiftingor
societal
regulatory
attitudes
relief, and shifting societal attitudes
can contribute positively to thecan
success
contribute
of yourpositively
venture. to
Tracking
the success
theseof your venture. Tracking these
developments will put you in the
developments
best possible
will
position
put youtoincapitalize
the best on
possible position to capitalize on
them—or brace for impact should
them—or
they change
brace course.
for impact should they change course.

»

Don’t ignore environmental
» trends
Don’tjust
ignore
because
environmental
you can’t control
trendsthem
just because you can’t control them
It is true that you can’t control
It is
national
true that
trends,
you federal
can’t control
or state-level
national trends, federal or state-level
legislation, or the direction society
legislation,
is heading
or the
in, direction
but that doesn’t
society mean
is heading in, but that doesn’t mean
you should turn your back on these
you should
developments.
turn yourThe
back
closer
on these
you watch
developments. The closer you watch
emerging large-scale trends, theemerging
better prepared
large-scale
you trends,
can be the
to capitalize
better prepared you can be to capitalize
or run for cover.
or run for cover.

Your Industry

Your Industry

Recall Porter’s Five Forces model
Recall
fromPorter’s
chapterFive
7. Those
Forces
elements
model describe
from chapter 7. Those elements describe
the pressures that are exerted the
on apressures
firm by that
competing
are exerted
firmson
and
a firm
the by competing firms and the
nature of the industry itself in the
nature
formofofthe
barriers
industry
to entry,
itself in
thethe
power
formofof barriers to entry, the power of
suppliers, and the power of customers.
suppliers,
When
and thinking
the powerstrategically
of customers.
about
When thinking strategically about
the growth of your venture in the context
growth of the
yourindustry
venture in
in which
the context
you of the industry in which you
operate, keep these aspects in mind.
operate, keep these aspects in mind.
»

fig. 25

Reaching Success

»

Segmenting customers into groups
Segmenting
based customers
on how they
intoact
groups
as consumers
based on how they act as consumers
while making purchasing decisions
while making
is known
purchasing
as behavioral
decisions
segmentation.
is known as behavioral segmentation.
This type of segmentation is This
designed
type of
to segmentation
understand, predict,
is designed
and target
to understand, predict, and target
the following:
the following:
»
»
»
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In this context the environment In
isn’tthis
thecontext
naturalthe
environment,
environment
butisn’t
political,
the natural environment, but political,
economic, societal, and technological
economic,
trends
societal,
that shape
and technological
the environment
trends that shape the environment
in which not only your venture but
in which
all firms
notdo
only
business.
your venture
Individually,
but all you
firms do business. Individually, you
have no control over these factors,
havebut
nothey
control
haveover
thethese
potential
factors,
to exert
but they
a have the potential to exert a
high degree of control over the future
high degree
of your
ofbusiness.
control over
Thisthe
means
future
that
ofityour business. This means that it
is important to monitor trends and
is important
developments
to monitor
in the trends
environment
and developments
that
in the environment that
have the potential to have an impact
have the
on your
potential
success.
to have
Keepanthe
impact
following
on your success. Keep the following
in mind:
in mind:

Answer: Absolutely not. Your
individual
story, decisions,
Answer:
Absolutely
not. Your funding
individual story, decisions, funding
availability, professional network,
and skills—in
short, your
entrepreneurial
availability,
professional
network,
and skills—in short, your entrepreneurial
thumbprint—will play a major role
in shaping the growth
path of
your
venture.the growth path of your venture.
thumbprint—will
play a major
role
in shaping

Growing Your VentureGrowing Your Venture
fig. 10

fig. 6
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have lost significant market share
have lost
and significant
brand currency
market
with
share
theand
intended
brand currency with the intended
audience as a result.
audience as a result.
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That may mean learning something
That maynew
mean
every
learning
day, honing
something
your new
skills,
every day, honing your skills,
working toward living a self-actualized
working toward
life, orliving
all of athe
self-actualized
above. More life,
thanor all of the above. More than
just a tool to spur personal, professional,
just a tool toand
spurorganizational
personal, professional,
growth, the
and organizational growth, the
philosophy of kaizen has thephilosophy
additional of
benefit
kaizenofhas
encouraging
the additional
comfort
benefit of encouraging comfort
with ongoing change—an attitude
with ongoing
that is not
change—an
only healthy
attitude
at thethat
personal
is not only healthy at the personal
level, but absolutely critical for
level,
a new
butventure.
absolutely critical for a new venture.

Whether they are well-meaning
Whether
or not,
theythose
are well-meaning
around you will
or not,
havethose around you will have
something to say about yoursomething
choice to to
pursue
say about
an entrepreneurial
your choice topath.
pursue an entrepreneurial path.
Don’t be surprised if this solicited
Don’tand
be unsolicited
surprised ifinput
this solicited
is overwhelmingly
and unsolicited input is overwhelmingly
negative. Authenticity, at its core,
negative.
means
Authenticity,
choosing your
at its
path
core,
andmeans
knowing
choosing your path and knowing
why you’re on that path regardless
why you’re
of theon
opinions
that path
of others.
regardless
Authenticity
of the opinions of others. Authenticity
isn’t contrarianism, and it isn’t
isn’t
ancontrarianism,
excuse to ignore
andgood
it isn’t
advice.
an excuse
Rather,
to ignore good advice. Rather,
it is a way of staying true to yourself,
it is a way
your
of staying
goals, and
trueyour
to yourself,
own happiness
your goals, and your own happiness
and success.
and success.
Quick Case: Whitney Wolfe Herd,
QuickBumble
Case: Whitney
– Featured
Wolfe
on Herd,
both the
Bumble
Forbes– Featured on both the Forbes
30 Under 30 list and the Fortune
30 Under
40 Under
30 list
40,and
Whitney
the Fortune
Wolfe40Herd
Under
was40, Whitney Wolfe Herd was
on the founding team for the
onuber-successful
the founding team
dating
forapp
theTinder.
uber-successful
After dating app Tinder. After
she left the team in 2014, sheshe
began
left the
her team
own dating
in 2014,
app
shecalled
beganBumble.
her own dating app called Bumble.
Bumble’s tagline is “Make the
Bumble’s
first move”
taglineand
is “Make
featuresthe
a twist
first on
move”
the and features a twist on the
traditional dating app: matches
traditional
betweendating
users app:
are only
matches
trulybetween
matches users
if are only truly matches if
the woman messages first. This
the woman
shift in messages
functionality
first.has
This
paid
shift
offininfunctionality
a
has paid off in a
big way. Bumble reported 30big
million
way. Bumble
users in reported
June of 2018,
30 million
whichusers
trailsin June of 2018, which trails
the 50 million reported by the
Tinder,
50 million
but despite
reported
lagging,
by Tinder,
Bumblebuthasdespite lagging, Bumble has
demonstrated impressive growth.
demonstrated
On the topic
impressive
of success:
growth.
“BeingOn
ablethe
to topic
put of success: “Being able to put
your blinders on, ignore negative
your
opinions,
blindersand
on, follow
ignore your
negative
strong
opinions,
intuition
and
is follow your strong intuition is
what’s validating to me. It’s a great
what’sfeeling
validating
to know
to me.
you It’s
canatrust
greatyour
feeling
gut.”to know you can trust your gut.”
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How intense is competition?
» How intense is competition?
A firm that is reacting to competitive
A firm that
pressures
is reacting
does not
to competitive
have room to
pressures does not have room to
maneuver. It is difficult to take proactive
maneuver.
steps
It istodifficult
grow your
to take
business
proactive
when
steps to grow your business when
your focus and resources are devoted
your focus
to responding
and resources
to developments
are devoted from
to responding to developments from
competing firms, the threat of competing
new substitute
firms,products,
the threat
andofthe
newpower
substitute products, and the power
exerted by customers and suppliers.
exerted by customers and suppliers.
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